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Orientation

Create an App

2. Select on “New app”

The Hub:

Streams:

Streams

Get-Started Resources

Personal Apps

Create New App

1. Go to “My personal cloud” in the Hub

3. Give the app a title and  
Select “Create App”

Create, edit and analyze apps privately

Share apps with those you invite

Share charts publically into a webpage or on social media

Upload data files for use in your apps

Get-started resources and full interactive demos

Streams of those who’ve shared with you
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Adding Data

1. Select “Add data” from the action menu or click the Add data button in the center

3. Select sheets and fields 
if needed, then select 
“Load Data and Finish”

4. Click “Edit the sheet”  
to create visualizations

2. Attach files to your app
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Create Visualizations

1. Enable edit mode (if needed)

5. Adjust further using the adjustment pane if desired

7. Select “Done” to exit edit mode

6. Repeat for additional charts. 
Note, charts will automatically 
interact with each other

2. Select a chart and drag it 
onto the canvas

3. Add a 
dimension

4. Add a 
measure
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Sharing Your Work

1. Inside an app in your personal stream while in analyze mode, 
right click (or long touch) on the chart and select “Share”

1. In the “My shared cloud” stream 
of the Hub select “Share” 

2. Enter recipent’s email address

3. Share apps if needed

1. Go to “My personal apps”  
in the Hub

2. Right click (or long touch) on 
the app to be shared and select 
“Publish to shared cloud”

Granting access to others:

Privately sharing via  
the cloud:

Getting Started with  
Qlik Sense Webinar  

Publically sharing a chart:

3. Paste link or embed code 
into desire sharing location 
(website, social media etc.)

2. Copy the link or embed code 
to clipboard

Additional 
Resources:

Qlik Community: 
New to Qlik Sense 

Qlik Sense How To Videos

Qlik Sense: Get Started
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Publish to shared cloud




